1. Welcome .............................................................................................................. Marlene Gafrick

2. Committee Business

   a. Map Work: Reviewing the WHA Red & Yellow Lists

   b. 2060 MasterPlan: Review Issues, Problems, Solutions, and Opportunities

      • Building a network as development and densification continues
         o Coordination of Projects – no one single entity with oversight
         o Spoke and wheel system worked close in, however, the farther away from the city core the spokes have more distance between them.
         o Need for collector streets and more efficient intersections.
      • Connecting Key areas
         o As areas continue to densify local streets play a key role in relieving traffic on major roadways
         o Creating more small satellite towns with medical, recreational amenities, jobs and colleges
         o Not everyone goes downtown or to the Medical Center
      • Multi Modal
         o Looking for a variety of transportation choices (BRT, Rail, circulators, bikes)
      • Funding

3. Adjourn